
Photo Tiana Buonatesta

General terms of condition

Reservation:
The resevation is only final after payment of a deposit of 50 % of the chosen formula (see price list).

Deposit must be paid within 3 days following the signature of the contract

Payment:
Payment of the remaining balance is due and must be paid within 7 days following the event.

A few days after the event, you will receive the invoice updated with the real number of hours being present, 
travel- and parking fees (or other miscellaneous costs or options chosen).

After processing the photo’s and upon receipt of your payment, all photos, processed (after basic processing: 
luminosity/contrast, high resolution, unknow number), will be delivered by WeTransfer (or other equivalent file 
transfer service),.

The remaining balance is due after a simple photoshooting has been made.

Payment can be by bank transfer to the following bank account:

 For Belgium: IBAN BE88 0011 5356 6941    -    BIC: GEBA BE BB

 For The Netherlands: NL15 INGB 0748 7923 17

Cancellation:
The deposit is due if cancellation 30 calendar days or less from the date of the report.
If canceled more than 30 calendar days, 30 € of administrative costs will be retained when the deposit is 
reimbursed but priority will be given to the "Voucher".
It goes without saying that, if there have already been one or more date postponements, only the original date 
is taken into consideration in the event of cancellation.

Use of photos:
The photos taken during your event - on which no face is recognizable - can be used randomly for the website of 
Photo Tiana Buonatesta.

Only with your agreement, mentioned in writing, other photos, on which faces are recognizable, can also be used 
randomly for the website concerned.

Preservation of the pictures:
Photos are kept for MAXIMUM one year.

As soon as you receive the temporary link by email, be sure to download your pictures as soon as possible and 
immediately make backups on an external hard drive or other medium.

Complaints:
After 7 calendar days following the report or delivery of the pictures, no further claim (or refund) will be possible.
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Photo Tiana Buonatesta

CONTRACT

Date:                                                       For the PHOTO report / Photoshoot on: 

Name: 

Adress: 

Tel. nr: 

Email: 
 
- With service Zythologie with a qualified beer sommelier:   ------------------------------------ YES      NO 

- Use of some photos for the website of Photo Tiana Buonatesta is allowed:
   .............................................................................................................................................  YES     NO  

Signature for agreement:
_____________________________________

------------------------------------------
Your order Photo report/Photoshooting:

The event: number of hours:               h     Price photo report:               €

This amount includes travel costs, road tolls, parking, etc ...: YES        NO  
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